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GENETIC VARIATION IN A HOST-PARASITE ASSOCIATION: POTENTIAL FOR
COEVOLUTION AND FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT SELECTION
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Abstract. Models of host-parasite coevolution assume the presence of genetic variation for host resistance and parasite
infectivity, as well as genotype-specific interactions. We used the freshwater crustacean Daphnia magna and its bacterial
microparasite Pasteuria ramosa to study genetic variation for host susceptibility and parasite infectivity within each
of two populations. We sought to answer the following questions: Do host clones differ in their susceptibility to
parasite isolates? Do parasite isolates differ in their ability to infect different host clones? Are there host clone-parasite
isolate interactions? The analysis revealed considerable variation in both host resistance and parasite infectivity. There
were significant host clone-parasite isolate interactions, such that there was no single host clone that was superior to
all other clones in the resistance to every parasite isolate. Likewise, there was no parasite isolate that was superior
to all other isolates in infectivity to every host clone. This form of host clone-parasite isolate interaction indicates
the potential for coevolution based on frequency-dependent selection. Infection success of original host clone-parasite
isolate combinations (i.e., those combinations that were isolated together) was significantly higher than infection
success of novel host clone-parasite isolate combinations (i.e., those combinations that were created in the laboratory).
This finding is consistent with the idea that parasites track specific host genotypes under natural conditions. In addition,
correspondence analysis revealed that some host clones, although distinguishable with neutral genetic markers, were
susceptible to the same set of parasite isolates and thus probably shared resistance genes.
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Host-parasite coevolution is reciprocal natural selection on
host resistance and parasite infectivity (Thompson 1994).
Models suggest that this form of reciprocal selection may be
frequency dependent (Clarke 1976; Hamilton 1980; Bell and
Maynard Smith 1987; Hamilton et al. 1990), that is, parasites
are selected to overcome the resistance of common hosts and
consequently hosts with rare resistance genes have a selective
advantage. It has been suggested that the selective advantage
of being rare can favor sexual reproduction as means of pro-
ducing diverse offspring, with rare resistance genes (Red
Queen hypothesis, Jaenike 1978; Hamilton 1980). Two main
assumptions underlie these models: First, that there is genetic
variation in both host resistance (prevention of parasite in-
vasion and development) and parasite infectivity (ability to
infect and proliferate in a host, associated with host fitness
reduction), otherwise evolutionary change is not possible.
Second, for frequency-dependent selection to operate, ge-
notype-specific host-parasite interactions must be present,
whereby parasites show infectivity specific to particular host
genotypes, and hosts show resistance specific to particular
parasite genotypes.

Empirical studies documenting the presence of genetic var-
iation for resistance against plant pathogens are numerous
(e.g., Dinoor 1970, 1977; Burdon 1987; de Nooij and van
der Aa 1987; Burdon and Jarosz 1991; Chaboudez and Bur-
don 1995), whereas studies of the genetic variation for re-
sistance against animal parasites are relatively scarce (Sorci
et al. 1997). Well-documented cases include mollusk-trem-
atode (Lively 1989; Grosholz 1994; Dybdahl and Lively
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1998; Webster and Woolhouse 1998), bird-mite (Møller
1990; Boulinier et al. 1997), insect-parasitoid/parasite (Hen-
ter and Via 1995; Kraaijeveld and Van Alphen 1995; Baer
and Schmid-Hempel 1999; Hufbauer and Via 1999), Daph-
nia-parasite (Ebert 1994; Ebert et al. 1998; Little and Ebert
1999), and mammal-parasite associations (Smith et al. 1999).
Genetic variation for infectivity among pathogens has been
detected in both plant pathogens (Oates et al. 1983; de Nooij
and van Damme 1988; Jarosz and Burdon 1991) and animal
parasites (Lively 1989; Carton and Nappi 1991; Ebert 1994;
Kraaijeveld and Van Alphen 1994; Henter 1995).

It has been predicted that dynamic host-parasite arms races
are most likely if the interactions within populations are char-
acterized by genotype-specific resistance and infectivity
whereby the outcome (resistant or susceptible) of host-par-
asite encounters depend on the genotype of both opponents
(Hamilton 1980). In addition, these interactions should be
such that no single host genotype is more resistant to all
parasite genotypes than any other host genotype and no single
parasite genotype has the highest fitness in association with
all host genotypes. Also, the parasite should have strong fit-
ness-reducing effects, such that the selective impact is high
(Howard and Lively 1994; Clay and Kover 1996). With these
requirements in place, negative frequency-dependent selec-
tion can operate without fixation of a single host or parasite
genotype (Clarke 1976; Barrett 1988).

To date, we know very little about genotype-specific in-
teractions and even less about frequency-dependent selection.
Current evidence is limited to a few plant-pathogen (Burdon
and Jarosz 1991, 1992; Jarosz and Burdon 1991; Bevan et
al. 1993a,b; Burdon 1994; Chaboudez and Burdon 1995; Es-
piau et al. 1998) and animal-parasite associations (Dybdahl
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and Lively 1998; Lively and Dybdahl 2000). More studies
on the variation within populations for resistance and infec-
tivity are needed to determine how widespread the potential
for frequency-dependent selection is (Clay and Kover 1996).
Here we present the results of two experiments that tested
for both the presence of genetic variation in resistance and
infectivity and for the interaction between parasite isolates
and host clones in two populations of the freshwater crus-
tacean Daphnia magna and its bacterial microparasite Pas-
teuria ramosa.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Study Organisms

The host. Daphnia magna Straus is a planktonic fresh-
water crustacean usually found in eutrophic shallow ponds.
It is known to be attacked by a variety of bacterial, micros-
poridial, and fungal parasites (Green 1974; Stirnadel and
Ebert 1997; Little and Ebert 1999; Ebert et al. 2000). Prev-
alence of Daphnia parasites can be high (up to 98%) and
field studies and laboratory experiments have demonstrated
that these parasites typically have an large impact on Daphnia
fitness (Ebert 1995; Stirnadel and Ebert 1997; Little and Ebert
1999). Daphnia magna reproduces by cyclical parthenogen-
esis and can be kept in the laboratory in the state of clonal
reproduction. Daphnia have an undetermined, stepwise
growth pattern—a change in body length occurs only when
the old carapax is shed at molting. Juveniles go through a
series of molts (instars) before reaching maturity. At 208C
and 5 3 106 algae per day, maturity is reached about 10 days
after birth. Juveniles are released with every adult instar,
which is about every three days. The first clutch is about 10
juveniles, and up to 30 juveniles are produced in later clutch-
es.

The parasite. Pasteuria ramosa Metchnikoff 1888 is a
bacterial obligate endoparasite of Daphnia (Ebert et al. 1996).
It has been found in prevalence up to 50% (Stirnadel and
Ebert 1997; Little 1999). Infection takes place through in-
gestion of waterborne spores by the filter-feeding host. The
bacterium grows in the body cavity of its host, and in the
final state of infection a single host contains several million
endospores, which fill the entire body cavity. The infection
can then be easily recognized by the naked eye. The fitness
costs for the host are high because an infection leads to ster-
ilization. Parasite transmission requires host death, because
spores are only released from the decaying cadaver.

Experimental Design

To test for the presence of genetic variation for resistance
and infectivity in the D. magna–P. ramosa system, we sep-
arately examined two populations where D. magna was in-
fected with P. ramosa. The experiments were essentially iden-
tical and were performed consecutively. The first experiment
assayed D. magna clones and P. ramosa isolates from a pop-
ulation in Russia, the second experiment assayed D. magna
clones and P. ramosa isolates from a population in Germany.
In both experiments, nine clones of D. magna and nine iso-
lates of P. ramosa were used. The experiments differed only

in the procedure for collecting host clones and parasite iso-
lates, and in some details of the assay (see below).

Culture conditions. Daphnia magna clones were kept un-
der standardized conditions for at least three generations be-
fore the start of the experiment. Twenty-four single female
lines were established per clone. An artificial culture medium
was used (Klüttgen et al. 1994; medium composition mod-
ified after Ebert et al. 1998). Females were kept singly in
100-ml jars and fed daily with 5 3 106 cells of the algae
Scendesmus gracilis. The temperature was 208C and the light:
dark cycle was 16:8 h.

Allozyme electrophoresis. Allozyme phenotypes of all
Daphnia clones were distinguished using cellulose acetate
electrophoresis (Hebert and Beaton 1993). Five polymorphic
enzyme loci were analyzed: aspartate amino transferase (Aat,
EC 2.6.1.1), glucose-6-phosphate isomerase (Gpi, EC
5.3.1.9), mannose-6-phosphate isomerase (Mpi, EC 5.3.1.8),
malate dehydrogenase (Mdh, EC 1.1.1.37), and phosphoglu-
comutase (Pgm, EC 5.4.2.2).

Distinction of parasite isolates. We were not able to dis-
tinguish parasite genotypes with genetic markers. Each Daph-
nia from which we obtained the parasite could be multiply
infected, and thus each parasite isolate might have consisted
of different parasite genotypes. However, there are reasons
to assume that the parasite isolates were predominantly single
genotypes (see Discussion).

First Experiment

Collection of host clones. Daphnia magna were hatched
from resting eggs obtained from a mud sample collected in
1995 from a pond in the Moscow Zoo, Moscow, Russia. Only
mud near the surface was taken (an approximately 3-cm lay-
er). Hatching was induced under continuous light and a tem-
perature of about 208C. All hatching females were genotyped
using allozyme electrophoresis (see above). Nine unique mul-
tilocus genotypes were identified, and we randomly picked
one clone from each multilocus genotype to be included in
the experiment. Each clone was designated with a number.

Collection and propagation of parasite isolates. It has
been hypothesized (Green 1974) and demonstrated (Ebert
1995) that the sediment of ponds functions as a spore bank
for Daphnia parasites. We used the same sediment sample
(from which the resting eggs of the D. magna clones origi-
nated) to obtain the isolates of P. ramosa. About 50 g of
sediment was put into each of nine 400-ml jars; these jars
were filled up with artificial culture medium and stirred well
to promote the suspension of parasite spores. Thirty juveniles
from each of the nine D. magna clones were added to the
jars, so that each jar contained juveniles of a single clone.
After 10 days, the Daphnia were transferred singly into 100-
ml jars and fed daily. After 20 days, uninfected individuals
were discarded. Dead infected Daphnia were placed singly
into Eppendorf tubes and frozen (2208C). From this pool of
parasite isolates, one infected individual per Daphnia clone
was randomly chosen to be the source of parasite spores. The
parasite isolate was designated with the same number as the
Daphnia clone that was used to isolate it. To obtain a suf-
ficient number of spores, each of the nine parasite isolates
was propagated once in the same host clone genotype from
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which it was isolated. For this purpose, a spore solution was
prepared by grinding up the cadaver in 1 ml of medium and
then added to a jar containing 30 Daphnia juveniles. The
individuals were then screened daily, and dead infected
Daphnia were placed into single Eppendorf tubes and frozen
(2208C). For the preparation of the nine spore solutions to
be used in the experiment, dead infected Daphnia where
pooled according to the spore isolate they were infected with.
From each batch of infected Daphnia, spore solutions of two
concentrations (doses) were prepared. Because P. ramosa is
known to show a strong dose effect (Ebert et al. 1998), two
spore doses were used to achieve a infection level where
statistical analysis is reliable. The high dose was 5 3 105

spores and the low dose 0.2 3 105 spores per jar. Spore
solutions were frozen until the start of the experiment.

The assay. The experiment was a complete cross-infec-
tion experiment. With nine D. magna clones and nine parasite
isolates there were 81 combinations and two dose levels. Each
host clone-parasite isolate combination included nine repli-
cates. A split brood design was used. The third clutch of a
single mother was split over the 19 different treatments ([9
parasite isolates 3 2 doses] 1 1 control 5 19). In a few
cases, the clutch contained less then 19 juveniles. The missing
juveniles were then taken from another mother of the same
clone, which had released offspring the same time. For the
start of the assay (day 0), the juveniles were placed singly
in 100-ml jars filled with 20 ml of medium. On two consec-
utive days (day 1 and 2) 0.5 ml of spore solution was added,
resulting in a total spore dose of 5 3 105 and 0.2 3 105

spores per jar in the high- and low-dose treatments, respec-
tively. The daily food supply until day 5 was 2 3 106 algae
cells. After day 5, the individuals were transferred into jars
filled with 100 ml of medium and fed daily 5 3 106 algae
cells. The medium was changed with every clutch, and Daph-
nia that stopped reproduction due to parasite infection re-
ceived fresh medium every third day. Infections and the num-
ber of clutches were recorded. On day 20, all individuals that
appeared to be uninfected were dissected and checked for
signs of infection under the microscope. On day 30, the re-
maining infected Daphnia were singly placed in Eppendorf
tubes with 0.3 ml of medium and frozen. For every infected
Daphnia the number of mature parasite spores was counted;
cadavers were ground up and the spore counts were deter-
mined in a bacteria counting chamber (0.1 mm depth, Neu-
bauer ruling) under a light microscope with 6003 magnifi-
cation.

Second Experiment

Collection of host clones. Daphnia magna individuals that
were infected with P. ramosa were collected from a pond in
Gaarzerfeld, Germany, in August 1997. They were brought
in to the laboratory and placed singly in jars filled with 100
ml of medium. Nine infected D. magna individuals produced
viable offspring before parasitic sterilization was complete.
The offspring, which are genetically identical to their mother
but uninfected, were collected and maintained as single fe-
male lines in the laboratory. Allozyme electrophoresis of the
offspring revealed that all nine clones had a unique multilocus
genotype and each was designated with a number. The nine

infected mothers of these clones were the source of the par-
asite isolates, which were designated with the same number.

Collection and propagation of parasite isolates. The nine
infected Daphnia (see above) were kept until their death and
the parasite isolates were then treated like the isolates from
the first experiment to obtain a sufficient number of parasite
spores. This design allowed us to use nine D. magna clones
and the nine parasite isolates that had infected these clones
in their natural environment.

The assay. Most aspects of the experiment were those
described for the first experiment (see above), except for the
following. The two spore doses were 0.2 3 106 and 1 3 106

spores per jar filled with 20 ml of medium, respectively, and
were administered at day 1. Uninfected individuals were dis-
carded at day 25.

Statistical Analysis

Using the Procedure GENMOD of the SAS statistic pack-
age (SAS Institute 1992), a binary logistic regression was
performed to analyze the effect of host clone and parasite
isolate on the proportion of infected Daphnia. Significance
of the main effects was assessed by pseudo-F-tests based on
the mean deviance (Schmid and Dolt 1994; Kaltz et al. 1999).
Mean deviance (MD) is the deviance divided by the degrees
of freedom (analogous to mean squares obtained from least-
square methods). All effects were considered random and the
analysis was performed with Type 3 and Dscale option of
Procedure GENMOD (SAS Institute 1992). Only the devi-
ance of the host clone-parasite isolates interaction was tested
directly against the x2-distribution. In the first experiment,
due to the very low infection rates in the low-dose treatment,
a reliable statistical analysis could be performed only for the
high-dose treatment. In the second experiment, the two doses
were analyzed separately.

For the second experiment, a correspondence analysis was
performed to visualize both the similarity among different
parasite isolates with respect to their infection profile and
among different host clones with respect to their suscepti-
bility profile, and also to visualize the interaction between
parasite isolates and host clones. The correspondence anal-
ysis describes similarity as the presence or absence of a sus-
ceptible reaction and also takes the infection frequency (num-
ber of replicates that became infected) into account. Corre-
spondence analysis was done using Procedure CORRESP in
SAS (SAS Institute 1992). For this analysis the infection data
of the high- and low-dose treatment were pooled. Pooling of
data increases the sample size, but is conservative, because
it tends to decrease the differences in infection frequencies.

For the second experiment, we also compared the com-
patibility of original host clone-parasite isolate combinations,
that is, those isolated together, to novel combinations, that
is, those created in the laboratory. Following the approach
of Kaltz et al. (1999), we partitioned the variation in the
proportion of infected Daphnia explained by the host clone-
parasite isolate interaction (64 df) deviance into an original-
versus-novel effect (1 df) and a residual term (63 df). The
residual term was used as error term to test for a significant
difference in infection success of original (diagonal in Figs.
1C, D) and novel combinations (off-diagonal in Figs. 1C, D).
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FIG. 1. Percentage infected hosts in all 81 host clone-parasite isolate combinations. Percentage of hosts infected (usually of nine
replicates) are indicated by the gray shading. For the lowest infection range (0–20%), the actual infection percentage is given to distinguish
between zero and low infection rates. The bottom row and most right column (labeled Av.) of each table shows the average percentage
of infected hosts. Russian population: high-dose treatment (A), low-dose treatment (B); German population: high-dose treatment (C),
low-dose treatment (D).

Proportions from the high-dose and low-dose treatment were
pooled before analysis.

Host clone fitness was determined by the number of clutch-
es produced until sterilization or the end of the experiment.
The effect of host clone, parasite isolate, and host clone-
parasite isolate interaction on host fecundity were analyzed
with a Poisson regression using Procedure GENMOD in SAS
(SAS Institute 1993). Pseudo-F-tests were carried out based
on the MD. All effects were considered random. The MD of
the host clone-parasite isolate interaction was used as error
term for the main effects host clone and parasite isolate. The
MD of the residual was used as error term for the host clone-
parasite isolate interaction. For this analysis, the number of
clutches of infected and uninfected Daphnia of each host
clone-parasite isolate combination was included. By includ-
ing fecundity data of both infected and uninfected Daphnia
into the analysis, the effects of differential susceptibility and
variation in the timing of sterilization were accounted for.
Prior to this analysis, we tested whether uninfected host
clones differed in fecundity by analyzing the control treat-
ment with a Poisson regression.

RESULTS

First Experiment

The overall infection level in the low-dose treatment was
1.3% (n 5 713) and in the high-dose treatment 11.3% (n 5
708) indicating a strong dose effect (Fisher exact test, P ,
0.0001). Due to the low number of infections in the low-dose
treatment, which were restricted to only four parasite isolate-
host clone combinations, a statistical analysis for this treat-
ment could not be performed. The absence of infection in
Daphnia, which appeared uninfected during the experiment,
was confirmed by dissecting individuals under the micro-
scope.

Infection pattern. Figures 1A and B show the outcome of
all parasite isolate-host clone combinations as infection rates
(proportion of replicates that became infected) for the high-
and low-dose treatments, respectively. Clones were suscep-
tible to from three to six different parasite isolates. Analysis
of the high-dose treatment shows that the nine host clones
did not differ in their overall average susceptibility (binary
logistic regression: clone: df 5 8, MD 5 1.14, F 5 0.49, P
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FIG. 2. Percentage of Daphnia of the three treatments (control and
infected Daphnia of the high- and low-dose treatments) producing
a clutch in a given adult instar. (A) Russian population; (B) German
population.

TABLE 1. For the second experiment, statistics of a binary logistic
regression model testing the effects of host clone, parasite isolate, and
host clone-parasite isolate interaction on the proportion of infected
Daphnia magna. Significance of the main effects was assessed by pseu-
do-F-tests based on the mean deviance (MD), the deviance divided by
the degrees of freedom (analogous to mean squares obtained from least-
square methods). All effects were considered random. Only the de-
viance of the host clone-parasite isolates interaction was tested directly
against the x2 distribution.

Source df MD F P

Low dose clone
isolate
clone 3 isolate

8
8

64

15.38
6.94
4.72

3.26
1.47

,0.01
0.19

,0.0001
High dose clone

isolate
clone 3 isolate

8
8

64

25.77
6.40
5.55

4.64
1.15

,0.001
0.34

,0.0001

5 0.86). However, within parasite isolates, host clones dif-
fered in their susceptibility. This can be seen, for example,
within parasite isolate 1 in both the high- and low-dose treat-
ment, where host clones 1, 9, and 11 had a high susceptibility,
whereas the other host clones were resistant. In the high-dose
treatment all parasite isolates achieved at least one infection.
The number of different host clones that could be attacked
by a parasite isolate ranged from one to seven. Parasite iso-
lates differed in their average infectivity (isolate: df 5 8, MD
5 7.87, F 5 3.38, P , 0.01) . There were also significant
parasite isolate-host clone interactions, that is, parasite iso-
lates showed infectivity specific to certain host clones and
host clones showed resistance specific to certain parasite iso-
lates (clone 3 isolate: df 5 64, MD 5 2.33, P , 0.0001).

Fitness effects. The determination of the spore counts re-
vealed that in all cases parasite infection resulted in the pro-
duction of mature spores (average number of spores 5 7.2
3 106, SE 5 0.2 3 106). Host clone fitness, measured as
number of clutches produced, was lowered by parasite in-
fection. Although the majority of infected Daphnia were ster-
ilized after the second adult instar, the Daphnia of the control
produced clutches throughout the experiment (Fig. 2A). Host
clones of the control treatment did not differ in fecundity
(control: df 5 8, MD 5 0.18, F 5 1.2, P 5 0.31; residual:
df 5 72, MD 5 0.15).

The analysis of fecundity data of the high-dose treatment
showed that host clones differed in the overall average num-
ber of clutches produced. Parasite isolates differed in the
overall virulence and there were significant host clone-par-
asite isolate interactions (Poisson regression: clone: df 5 8,
MD 5 3.335, F 5 8.66, P , 0.0001; isolate: df 5 8, MD
5 1.2, F 5 3.12, P , 0.01; clone 3 isolate: df 5 64, MD
5 0.385, F 5 1.35, P , 0.05; residual: df 5 648, MD 5
0.286).

Second Experiment

The overall infection level in the low-dose treatment was
32.9% (n 5 718) and in the high-dose treatment 45.1% (n
5 725). The infection levels of the low- and high-dose treat-
ment differed significantly (Fisher exact test, P , 0.0001).

Infection pattern. Figures 1C and D show the outcome of
all parasite isolate-host clone combinations as infection rates
for the high- and low-dose treatment, respectively. Clones
were susceptible to four to nine different parasite isolates.
Analysis of the high-dose treatment showed that host clones
differed in their average susceptibility, but parasite isolates
did not differ in their average infectivity (Table 1). However,
there were significant host clone-parasite isolate interactions,
reflected in the specific infectivity of parasite isolates and
specific resistance of host clones. The results of the low-dose
treatment reflect the high-dose treatment: The effects of host
clones and parasite isolate-host clones interactions were sig-
nificant, whereas the effect of parasite isolates was not (see
Table 1) and the distribution of infections over the 9 3 9
matrix was very similar (Figs. 1C, D). The correspondence
analysis (see below) revealed that parasite isolate 4, 5, 7, and
14 had almost identical infection profiles. We could not ex-
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FIG. 3. The first and second dimension of a correspondence analysis based on the infection frequencies (pooled across dose levels) of
the second experiment (German population). Host clones are labeled with H and the respective number. Parasite isolates are labeled
with P and the respective number.

clude the possibility that these parasite isolates represent the
same parasite genotype. Therefore we pooled the data of these
four isolates and repeated the analysis (clone with 8 df, isolate
with 5 df, and interaction with 40 df). The significance of
the factors host clone, parasite isolate, and the interaction
was not changed compared to the analysis with nine parasite
isolates except for the clone effect in the low-dose treatment,
which went from significant to marginally significant (high-
dose treatment: clone: df 5 8, MD 5 25.44, F 5 2.94, P ,
0.05; isolate: df 5 5, MD 5 8.42, F 5 0.97, P 5 0.45; clone
3 isolate: df 5 40, MD 5 8.65, P , 0.0001; low-dose treat-
ment: clone: df 5 8, MD 5 15.14, F 5 2.17, P 5 0.0515;
isolate: df 5 5, MD 5 9.41, F 5 1.35, P 5 0.27; clone 3
isolate: df 5 40, MD 5 6.99, P , 0.0001).

Because of the way hosts and parasites were isolated from
this population, we were able to compare original parasite
isolate-host clone combinations to novel parasite isolate-host
clone combinations, that is, those combinations that were
created in the experiment. The infectivity of original host
clone-parasite isolate combinations (proportion infected
Daphnia 5 0.642; 0.604, 0.680, 95% confidence interval)
was higher than the infectivity of novel combinations (pro-
portion infected Daphnia 5 0.358; 0.345, 0.371). This dif-

ference was significant (binary logistic regression: original-
versus-novel: df 5 1, MD 5 70.85, F 5 8.61, P , 0.01;
residual: df 5 63, MD 5 8.23)

Correspondence analysis. Some host clones were sus-
ceptible to the same set of parasite isolates. This can be seen
in both the low- and high-dose treatment (see Figs. 1C and
D). Furthermore, different parasite isolates infected the same
set of host clones. A correspondence analysis based on the
pooled infection data was performed to visualize these sim-
ilarities (Fig. 3). The first two dimensions of the correspon-
dence analysis explained 94.8% of the variation (first di-
mension: 61.4%, second dimension: 33.4%). The quality cri-
teria of datapoints, that is, how good the first two dimensions
describe the infection or susceptibility profile of a parasite
isolate or host clone, is above 0.9 for most of the points. This
indicates a good representation of most host clones and par-
asite isolates.

Closeness of points representing host clones indicates that
host clones have a similar profile of parasite isolates to which
they are susceptible (Fig. 3). The graph shows that there are
three more-or-less clearly defined groups of host clones
(group 1: host clones 8 and 13; group 2: host clone 5, 7, and
14; group 3: host clone 15, 4, and 1). Host clone 3 is close
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TABLE 2. For the second experiment, statistics of a Poisson regression
testing the effects of host clone, parasite isolate, and host clone-parasite
isolate interaction on host fecundity (number of clutches). The fecun-
dity data include infected and uninfected Daphnia from each host
clone-parasite isolate combination. Pseudo-F-tests were carried out
based on the mean deviance (MD), the deviance divided by the degrees
of freedom (analogous to mean squares obtained from least-square
methods). All effects were considered random. The mean deviance of
the host clone-parasite isolate interaction was used as error term for
the main effects host clone and parasite isolate. The mean deviance
of the residual was used as error term for the host clone-parasite isolate
interaction.

Source df MD F P

Low dose clone
isolate
clone 3 isolate
residual

8
8

64
648

14.254
7.658
2.958
0.5955

4.82
2.59
4.97

,0.001
,0.05
,0.0001

High dose clone
isolate
clone 3 isolate
residual

8
8

64
648

21.298
7.423
3.653
0.5229

5.83
2.03
6.99

,0.0001
0.057

,0.0001

to the origin, indicating the small difference it has to the
average susceptibility profile. This clone is about equally
susceptible to all parasite isolates (Figs. 1C, D)

Nearness of points representing parasite isolates means that
parasite isolates have a similar profile of host clones they can
infect (Fig. 3). There are three defined groups of parasite
isolates (group 1: isolate 8 and 13; group 2: isolate 4, 5, 7,
and 14; group 3: isolate 1 and 15). Isolate 3 is situated on
the border of the first and the fourth quadrant and does not
clearly belong to one of the parasite isolate groups. However,
in contrast to host clone 3, parasite isolate 3 shows a clear
pattern of specificity (Figs. 1C, D).

Considering parasite isolates and host clones together il-
lustrates associations among parasite isolates and host clones
(Fig. 3). In this case, the angle between vectors of parasite
isolates and host clones, with the origin as the starting point,
indicates the association (Benzécri 1992; Micheloud 1997).
Groups of parasite isolates and host clones that lay in ap-
proximately the same direction (acute angle) from the origin
are in positive association, indicating a higher-than-average
susceptibility of this group of host clones to this group of
parasite isolates. Groups of parasite isolates and host clones
that lay in obtuse angle to each other are in negative asso-
ciation, indicating that these groups of host clones have a
lower than average susceptibility to these parasite isolates.
Finally, groups of parasite isolates and host clones that lay
in right angle to each other show neither a positive nor neg-
ative association, indicating that these groups of host clones
have a susceptibility similar to the average susceptibility to
these parasite isolates.

In most cases, parasite isolates tend to lay in the same
direction as the host clone they were originated from. Seven
of the nine parasite isolates show a positive association with
the host clone they were originated from indicated by very
small angles (range: 1–98). The two parasite isolates that do
not show positive associations are isolates 3 (708) and 4 (958).
In both pairs at least one opponent is close to the origin,
indicating a low specificity.

Fitness effects. The determination of spore counts for the
high-dose treatment revealed that in all cases parasite infec-
tion resulted in the production of mature spores (average
number of spores 5 28.4 3 106, SE 5 0.6 3 106). Spore
counts for the low-dose treatment were not determined. Host
clone fitness in the high- and low-dose treatment was reduced
by parasite infection. Although the majority of infected Daph-
nia were sterilized after the second adult instar, the Daphnia
of the control produced clutches throughout the experiment
(Fig. 2B). Host clones of the control treatment did not differ
in fecundity (Poisson regression: control: df 5 8, MD 5
0.045, F8,72 5 1.58, P 5 0.15; residual: df 5 72, MD 5
0.0285). The analysis of the fecundity data of the high- and
low-dose treatment showed that host clones differed in the
overall average number of clutches produced. Parasite iso-
lates differed significantly in the overall virulence in the low-
dose treatment. The differences in overall virulence in the
high-dose treatment were marginally significant. There were
significant host clone-parasite isolate interactions in both
treatments (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

We found significant genetic variation among clones of the
freshwater crustacean D. magna for susceptibility to its par-
asite P. ramosa and significant genetic variation among iso-
lates of the bacterial parasite P. ramosa for infectivity to its
host D. magna. Reciprocal selective pressure acting in this
association is likely to be strong, because infected Daphnia
are sterilized and parasites that cannot successfully invade
the host Daphnia produce no transmission stages at all. The
potentially large fitness costs on both sides, together with the
genetic variation detected in this study, suggest considerable
potential for coevolution in this association.

Furthermore, we found significant interactions between D.
magna clones and P. ramosa isolates; D. magna clones pos-
sessed resistance specific to certain parasite isolates and P.
ramosa isolates possessed host-clone-specific infectivity. The
rank order for resistance of host clones changes with the
infecting parasite isolate and the rank order for infectivity of
parasite isolates changes with the attacked host clone. In
addition, there was no host clone that was the most resistant
clone to all nine parasite isolates and no parasite isolate that
was the most infective isolate on all host clones tested. This
was true for both populations used in our study. Under such
conditions it is easy to envision that host clone and parasite
gene frequencies in a population are critical for the selective
outcome. Selection favors those parasites able to infect com-
mon host clones, with these host clones being subsequently
disfavored. Thus, our findings indicate that frequency-de-
pendent selection can operate in this system and the coevo-
lution may be oscillatory, as envisioned under the Red Queen
hypothesis.

The potential for frequency-dependent selection in the D.
magna–P. ramosa association is reinforced by another finding
of our study. Due to the sampling procedure of the parasite
isolates in the second experiment, we are able to compare
original parasite isolate-host clone combinations, that is,
those combinations that were isolated together (diagonal in
Figs. 1C, D), to novel parasite isolate-host clone combina-
tions, that is, those combinations that were created in the
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laboratory (off-diagonal in Figs. 1C, D). The infection suc-
cess of original host clone-parasite isolate combinations was
higher than the infection success of novel combinations. It
seems unlikely that the difference between original and novel
combinations is due to a physiological adaptation of the par-
asite (each parasite experienced its original host clone for
two generations before the experimental assay). Experimental
investigations (H. J. Carius and T. Little, unpubl. data) give
no support for such short-term physiological adaptation, al-
though we cannot exclude this possibility with absolute cer-
tainty. The above-average compatibility of original combi-
nations is reflected in the results of the correspondence anal-
ysis, which showed a highly positive association between the
original combinations of host clones and parasite isolates in
seven of nine combinations. This finding is consistent with
the idea that parasites track specific host genotypes under
natural conditions.

The two experiments are marked by a different procedure
for obtaining host clones and parasite isolates. In the first
experiment, the host clones and parasite isolates were ob-
tained from a mud sample. The isolation procedure somewhat
mimics the situation in a Daphnia pond in spring. Daphnia
hatch from resting eggs and parasite spores are taken up by
filter-feeding hosts, either in the free water or feeding on the
suspensions stirred up from the pond sediment (hungry D.
magna browse the sediment surface; Ebert 1995; Ebert et al.
1997). We had no knowledge regarding resistance of these
clones prior to the isolation of the parasites. A potential ar-
tifact of this sampling design, which would increase the ge-
netic variation within the sample, is that Daphnia resting eggs
and parasite spores from different years might have been
included because the mud sample could have contained ma-
terial that settled over the course of a few years. We reduced
this effect by collecting only the uppermost layer of mud,
but we cannot exclude the possibility that older resting eggs
and parasite spores were present. However, due to the feeding
activity of animals (e.g., ground-feeding ducks, zoo-benthos)
this upper mud layer can get disrupted, and hatching of ephip-
pia from different years might be common. Genetic variation
in the sample is also increased because we subsampled from
the isolated clones those with unique multilocus genotypes.
In the second experiment, we obtained host clones and par-
asite isolates by collecting infected D. magna individuals
from the wild and therefore host clones and parasite isolates
represent naturally occurring infections. Thus, the sample
from the German population is biased in that we did not
include uninfected host clones. We did not subsample the
clones from this population to obtain unique multilocus ge-
notypes; all nine isolated clones were distinct as collected.
Therefore, in contrast to the Russian sample, our estimate of
genetic variation for resistance in the German population is
conservative. Despite these differences, both experiments
similarly indicated the potential for frequency-dependent se-
lection.

All host clones in our populations were distinct based on
allozyme phenotype, yet some were similar in respect to their
susceptibility profile, suggesting that they shared resistance
genes. Similarly, we found that different parasite isolates had
the same infection profile. The correspondence analysis re-
vealed that isolate 4, 5, 7, and 14 were almost identical in

their infection profile. However, because we were not able
to distinguish parasite isolates with genetic markers, they
might represent either different parasite genotypes that share
virulence genes or identical parasite genotypes. Because we
could not exclude the later explanation, we pooled the in-
fection data of similar parasite isolates and repeated the anal-
ysis of the infection data to reevaluate the effect of host clone,
parasite isolate and host clone-parasite isolate interactions,
but our conclusion did not change. Alternatively each Daph-
nia could be multiply infected and thus each parasite isolate
might have consisted of different parasite genotypes. How-
ever, due to the parasite propagation process prior to the
assay, the parasite likely went through a genetic bottleneck.
Furthermore, one might expect that differences among par-
asite isolates in the infectivity profile and host clone-parasite
isolate interactions are less likely to be detected, if the par-
asite isolates were mixtures of genotypes. Thus, although we
cannot rule out polymorphism of our isolates, we feel it is
not unreasonable to assume that the observed interaction pat-
tern is dominated by single parasite genotype-host genotype
interactions.

The form of genetic control underlying infections has im-
portant implications for the operation of frequency-dependent
selection (Parker 1994, 1996; Frank 1996a,b). The two most
often discussed models are the gene-for-gene and matching-
alleles models. Matching-alleles models have demonstrated
the potential for frequency-dependent selection and selection
for sex (Hamilton et al. 1990; for a review, see Otto and
Michalakis 1998; Lively 1999). In contrast, gene-for-gene
interactions seem not to favor frequency-dependent selection
and selection for sex, because single overall superior geno-
types can go to fixation (Parker 1994; Clay and Kover 1996).
Among the 18 host clones and the putative 18 parasite iso-
lates, we did not detect an overall superior genotype.

Local species interactions are part of the raw material for
coevolutionary change (Thompson 1999). The interaction
within local host-parasite populations is not independent of
neighboring populations because populations can differ in
their resistance and virulence genes and, through gene flow,
new resistance and virulence genes can enter local popula-
tions (Gandon et al. 1996, 1998). Genetic drift, founder ef-
fects, and local extinctions can also shape the interaction and
contribute to the large-scale picture (Thrall and Burdon 1997;
Burdon and Thrall 1999; Thompson 1999). The present study
gives insight only into the local interaction of D. magna with
P. ramosa, but studies of among-population variation in the
D. magna–P. ramosa association showed a low level of be-
tween-population variation relative to the strong genetic var-
iation for resistance present within populations, suggesting
that local interactions are dominant (Ebert et al. 1998). Traits
under strong frequency-dependent selection are expected to
show such patterns according to models by Schierup et al.
(2000a,b). However, a comprehensive investigation, includ-
ing several populations surveyed over time, is needed to ap-
praise the extent to which this host-parasite association is
influenced by temporal and spatial fluctuations in a meta-
population context.
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